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NIELSEN MUSIC 360 2015

Whether we’re in the car, at work, working out or surfing the web, 

Americans love listening to music. 91% of the national population listens 

to music, spending more than 24 hours a week listening to their favorite 

tunes. What is changing, however, is how we access and engage with 

music. Recorded music sales are down, but streaming is surging, 

listening on smartphones is increasing and interest in live music 

continues to grow, even when we can’t be there in person.

The pages here represent a selection of highlights from the Nielsen 

Music 360 2015 Report. Nielsen Music 360 is a comprehensive, in-

depth study of consumer interaction with music in the United States. 

A separate report for Canada is also available. The study looks at who 

music fans are, when and where they are consuming content and what 

brands, devices and services they love. The Report features in-depth 
insights on music “Super Consumers" (e.g. Hispanics, Millennials), 

Festivals & Live Music, Streaming, Discovery, Share of Time and Wallet, 

Social Media, Brands and much more. 

Clients use Nielsen Music 360 to gain a deep understanding of their 

most valuable consumers and to develop strategies that grow their 

brands, audiences and services. The full study is available as a syndicated 

report. There are also opportunities for further analyses against custom 

targets (e.g. for a specific genre, demographic or certain device user, 

etc.) Additionally, the entire study can be made available through a 

desktop crosstab application. Call us today to f ind out more about the 
study and how you can grow your brand through music.

Call Sara Lopez on 323-817-1269 or  

email know@nielsen.com today for 

more information. 
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24HRS IS THE AVERAGE TIME PER WEEK SPENT LISTENING TO MUSIC

For an in-depth look at how fans are consuming music, get the complete 
Nielsen Music 360 2015 Report. Email know@nielsen.com for details.

MUSIC CONSUMPTION 

MUSIC CONSUMPTION HAS CHANGED, BUT CONSUMERS’ 
APPETITE FOR MUSIC REMAINS STRONG.

When it comes to how we are listening to music these days, the story 

is largely a digital one. In looking at the report data, 75% of Americans 
listen to music online in a typical week, up nearly 12% from 

last year. While Americans streamed more than 164 billion on-demand 

tracks across audio and video platforms in 2014, they streamed 135 

billion tracks in the first half of 2015 alone – up over 90% on the same 

time period last year. And our music listening is not only becoming 

increasingly digital, it is becoming mobile. In fact 44% of us report using 

our smartphones to listen to music in a typical week, a 7% increase over 

last year, while we’re listening on our desktop computers less.
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HOW WE DISCOVER MUSIC

2014: 57%

2014: 7%

HOW WE DISCOVER MUSIC

To see how music discovery varies by consumer, and how music spend varies 
by discovery source, call 323-817-1269 today for the complete Nielsen Music 360 
2015 Report.

MUSIC DISCOVERY

Radio continues to be the No. 1 source of music discovery in the U.S, 

with 61% of respondents saying they find out about new music from 

AM/FM or satellite radio – a 7% increase over last year. Word of mouth 

is also important, particularly for teens: 65% discover new music 

through family and friends, well above the average of 45%.
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HOW WE SPEND ON MUSIC

Discover how spending varies by music consumer segments, e.g. Festival 
Attendees, Paid Streamers, Radio Listeners, etc. Email know@nielsen.com to 
get the complete Nielsen Music 360 2015 Report. 

SPENDING ON MUSIC

Over one-half of our music related expenditures is on live events, the 

other half of our music related spend is on recorded music. Hispanics 

report spending 50% more on music than the average US consumer, 

and 79% more on live events. 25% of Teens’ music expenditure is 

used towards buying digital tracks/albums, while Millennials allocate 

17% towards admissions to music festivals. Spending for online 

streaming services has more than doubled as a share of music 

spending since last year. 
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To find out more about music streamers, and how services, behavior and 
intent to subscribe vary by consumer type, get the complete Nielsen Music 360 
2015 Report. Email know@nielsen.com to find out how.

THE STREAMING OPPORTUNITY

The streaming story continues to grow, with 75% of the population saying 

they listen to music online. When selecting a music streaming service, 

over 8 in 10 respondents cite cost and ease of use as the most important 

factors, followed by over 7 in 10 who say the song library is important.

The most commonly cited reason for not subscribing to a service is 

price, and that music can be streamed for free. Yet approximately 9% of 

those that currently do not pay for streaming indicate they are likely to 

subscribe in the next six months.
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To get an in-depth view of festival fans and how they perceive brand 
sponsorships, get the complete Nielsen Music 360 2015 Report.  
Call 323-817-1269 to find out how. 

FESTIVALS

Eleven percent of Americans say they attended a music festival in the 

past 12 months, with Millennials comprising 44% of all festival goers. 

Most attendees choose festivals based on the lineup, and about two-

thirds choose based on proximity to where they live and price of tickets. 

When the festival is out of reach, either financially or by distance, 

savvy fans are nevertheless following along online, presenting brand 

sponsors with an opportunity to reach “virtual attendees” and extend 

their activations beyond the field. 
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NIELSEN MUSIC 360 METHODOLOGY

• The Nielsen Music 360 Study is a comprehensive, in-depth study of

consumer interaction with music in the United States.

• Data for Nielsen Music 360 2015 was collected July18 - August 3

among 3,305 consumers ref lective of the population of the United

States. Additional responses were collected for ages 13-34 and for

Hispanics. The survey was offered in both English and Spanish, as

selected by the respondent.

• Data was weighted to the U.S census population based on age,

gender, race, education and household size.

TO GET THE COMPLETE 2015 NIELSEN MUSIC 360 REPORT EMAIL KNOW@NIELSEN.COM TODAY
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